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PRESIDENT & CEO
REPORT
A YEAR IN REVIEW

Pat Mcleod
Paul Creedon

At the start of the 2018/19 financial year, Skylight faced an uncertain future. As the mental health sector
transitioned towards the NDIS, our experience was that many services were being wound back or defunded,
well ahead of people transitioning, and there were no alternatives available for the large group of people
who would not get in to the NDIS. At the time many people were pessimistic about the sustainability of
quality consumer centred psychosocial mental health services across Australia, and certainly Skylight was
expecting to shrink significantly over the next few years.
Early in the 18/19 year it was apparent that the NDIS transition rates were neither as high as expected, nor
happening as quickly as intended. Fortunately, additional time-limited transition funding was made
available by the Commonwealth, and this allowed Skylight to maintain and renew contact with participants.
This is essential for people with a mental illness and enables Skylight to continue to operate despite the
dilemma of diminishing resources but unwavering demand.
It is still true that Skylight continues to face enormous challenges. The disappearing state and federal funding
streams are leaving huge gaps. Our participants’ experiences with NDIS access and planning processes has
been that they are very slow, not yet consistent with the concept of recovery, and some essential service
types are now limited, or disallowed, and not available elsewhere. Furthermore, services for carers have
been disrupted and diminished. There has been insufficient recognition that the majority of people living with
a mental illness will not be eligible for the NDIS.
However, it is also true that new funding models for some services have emerged. More people are now
completing the transition process; some are moving in to the NDIS, and work to promote flexibility within the
NDIS is bearing fruit. Other states have recognised emerging gaps in mental health services and have
received increased funding in those areas.
Despite this rather bleak experience, Skylight has been, and continues to be determined to respond to the
challenges in our sector with an exciting and innovative range of services, to provide high quality support
from our outlets in metro and country SA. We remain dedicated to walking alongside our participants.
Skylight provided assistance to approximately 2,850 people this year, with almost 2,300 people receiving a
direct psychosocial support service and another 550 receiving general information, advice and referral
support or participating in events.
Some highlights to these numbers include:
Skylight has commenced the new Lived Experience Telephone Support Service (LETSS), an
Australia-first afterhours phone and online support service for people struggling with their
mental health, with the support delivered by people with a lived experience of mental
illness. This fits well with the consumer-centred philosophy of Skylight, and the new service
assisted 250 people by the end of the year.
Skylight has maintained a commitment to regional services this year and 15% of Skylight
participants live outside of the Adelaide metropolitan area in regional cities and outlying
areas, as well as in remote locations such as the APY Lands. Services in these regions are
often overlooked by planners and funders in major cities, and Skylight has made an
ongoing commitment to support these communities.
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Skylight has continued to build its therapeutic services throughout the year, as a
preventative support tool to assist people to remain well in the community. These groups
and one to one services were provided in a variety of locations to almost 250 people this
year.
Skylight initiated the concept of an NDIS Café a few years ago, as a way to assist people
who wanted clarity or had difficulty with the NDIS process. The ‘Café’ is a regular event
where staff sit with people to explain, advise and support them to make their own
decisions about the NDIS, and begin the Access Request process if they choose. This has
proven to be an invaluable service and continues to be in demand. More than 100
people were assisted via the NDIS café this year.
Looking inwards, the appointment of our new CEO was accompanied by the need to make some
further big decisions. The lease on our Wayville premises was coming to an end, and we needed to
decide whether to stay or move. In the end we decided to stay, but in a smaller space. Our IT and
related infrastructure needed an overhaul, our funding environment compelled us to take a more indepth approach to risk management, and our staffing structure continues to require close scrutiny.
Nothing in Skylight is possible without our staff and they are to be commended for their clear and
unwavering focus on participants, and their pursuit of opportunities of value to the organisation. The
Board remains truly thankful for the dedication, skills and enthusiasm of our Skylight people.
The past year has seen some changes to the Board with Michelle Williams, Mark Haddad and Penny
Wright leaving the Board. We thank them for their contribution to the Board and the organisation
over a number of years. We welcome Kate Thiele as a new Board member.
As we move forward, we acknowledge that the energy and concern in recent years has most
sensibly focussed on the NDIS, whilst acknowledging that the NDIS is one part of the mental health
system. Skylight will continue to focus on participants and carers who experience the entire system,
and our staff will continue to walk alongside people and provide them with support, wherever they
are in the system.
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COUNTRY WELLNESS
CONNECTIONS
MURRAYLANDS AND LIMESTONE COAST

Matthea Malcolm

F RO M GRAN T SU BM I SS I ON T O L A U NC H
In mid-2018, Skylight applied for Country South Australia Primary Health Networks (CSAPHN) grants to offer
services in several South Australian country regions.). Eligibility criteria included already delivering services in
the region so we got busy and by August, Skylight had submitted grant applications for the Limestone Coast
and Murraylands, having delivered Personal Helpers and Mentors (PHaMs) and Day to Day Living (D2DL)
services in these regions for 11 years and six years respectively.
In November 2018, we received notification that our applications were successful in both regions, and met
with the CSAPHN in mid-December. Timelines were tight and we were asked to start delivering services in the
regions by the end of January 2019. We had the holiday break to contend with, recruitment to consider,
new systems to set up, but we were on our way. The new services were named Country Wellness
Connections (CWC). CWC comprises of both group and short-term individual services, with a focus on
supporting people to transition into the NDIS, if possible, for more individualised services.
Thanks to the work of the Skylight Murraylands and Limestone Coast teams who are well established,
dedicated, focused and extremely hardworking, Skylight was able to launch and start delivering in both
locations before the end of January 2019.

GR OUP S
Skylight has a long history of facilitating group activities as a way of building capacity and are developed
with the input of the attendees. Kay D’Angelo had been running activity groups in Murray Bridge for many
years, and this funding boost has enabled the team to consolidate and expand this important service.
In Mt Gambier/Limestone Coast, groups were a relatively new initiative, but much sought after for many
years. From the outset, the newly appointed Coordinator, Harry Van Eyk, included participants in every area
of the service. At the launch, participants demonstrated a group music activity together so that newcomers
would get a first-hand experience of a relaxed and inclusive music group. As the visiting Manager
supporting the launch, even I picked up a tambourine and joined in! This way of operating has continued,
with a new developing group in nearby Millicent, and a games group in Mount Gambier for those wanting
to play board games and enjoy the comraderie and mental stimulation that brings.

I NDI VI DUAL S UP P OR T
Individual services were relatively new in the Murraylands, and this extra funding has seen the recruitment of
extra staff to support people more isolated and not necessarily interested or ready for a group activity. CWC is
designed to deliver between 6-10 sessions to support people. Mt Gambier is also supporting individuals to
meet important needs like housing and becoming connected to their community.

T HE F UT UR E
Services in South Australia’s country areas are crucial and Skylight is hopeful that, with the transitioning of
Skylight’s PHaMs and D2DL services in the Limestone Coast and Murraylands within the next year, Country
Wellness Connections will establish important support for people living with mental health challenges in
these regions well into the future.
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APY
LANDS

FAMILY MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT SERVICES
ERNABELLA

Joel Ken

F MHSS UP DA T E
My name is Joel Ken and I coordinate the Family Mental Health Support Services (FMHSS) that Skylight are
providing in the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) Lands. Since moving back to Ernabella in March, I
have continued to strengthen the great work done by the previous teams. It has been eleven years since I
have lived here on my father’s country. This time around, I have my wife, Sarah, along for the ride. We are
determined to be here for the long haul and, although this may prove challenging in some respects, we
cannot imagine leaving community – the people are far too precious, the land is beyond one’s imagination,
and the challenge to live differently, in accordance with the social norms of my other culture, is too inviting.
We can almost feel our persons – who we are – changing on a weekly basis. When you place someone in
a different environment, they are forced to adapt and discover things about themselves, things they may
have never known.
In many ways, in comparison to Western standards, life on the Land moves at a different pace. Gentleness,
time for reflection and precision are valued characteristics up here. And, when things synchronise, activity can
happen with ease and seemingly instant energy. We continue to provide meaningful services to the
community and meet the outcomes of the FMHSS program, which has a focus on children, family and the
community. We provide after-school programs for children, as well as intensive or short-term support to
families who have challenges around mental health, and work collaboratively with the community to deliver
education and capacity building opportunities with the people.
As part of our recent work, we identified ten character traits we plan to teach the children:
Kalypa (Forgiving)
Tjungungku palyalpai (Works together with others)
Nguluwiyangku arkalpai (Takes risks)
Rapangku wangkapai (Speaks confidently)
Atatjura palyalpai (Does things carefully)
Tungun-tunguntu waaka arkara palyalkatipai wiyantjikitjangku (Finishes work)
Kura kutjupa kutjupa wirkankunyangka purkarangku kulira palyalpai (When bad things happen, they
think carefully before acting)
Pilunpa, nyata nyinapai (Can remain quiet and calm)
Ala-ala nyinapai (Prepared and ready, watchful)
Nyurpuru, tamalpa kanyilpai (Organised, neat, tidy)
Thank you to the team – the Anangu workers for their patience and willingness to share knowledge, and to
the workers who come to the Lands with many questions before seeking to come up with any answers.
The willingness to slowly learn about culture and community is first and foremost.
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FAMILY & CARER
CONNECTION
CARER SUPPORT & SHORT BREAKS

Valerie Aldehn & Stephanie Papps

CARER SUPPORT PROGRAM
The past 12 months have seen Carer Support explore new and varied ways to ensure our services continue
to provide for carers, in a way that is sustainable and accessible to our carer community. Skylight has
collaborated with Uniting Communities Bowden and Country Carers Inc. to meet the needs of existing carer
groups in both metro and country settings. In addition we have piloted promoting our courses in the WEA
course guide, which has introduced Skylight to a wider range of carers. Carer Support staff have attended
several fast-paced speed-networking events, where staff from over thirty services move from table to table,
exploring what is on offer from other organisations and sharing what Skylight can provide.
Our Carer Support programs have rolled out at new venues, such as the Para Hills Community Centre, and
we have met with Local Area Coordinators to ensure Carers will not be forgotten in the NDIS planning
process. Amidst these new opportunities, Skylight continued delivering Carer Support courses. We waited in
anticipation for the outcome of the Federal Government’s Integrated Carer Support Service but are
delighted by the outcome: the Carers SA consortium (of which Skylight is a member) has been awarded the
delivery of both Metro and Country services for carers to commence in 2020.

SHORT BREAKS
Who doesn’t enjoy a short break? A getaway? Time off to relax is included in our lives, in workplaces and
schools, factored into industrial awards, and is universally recognised as essential to wellbeing. A short break
is a reasonable and necessary aspect of an ordinary life. It is a time to relax and refresh, do something
different, have some fun, learn a new skill and make friends. In spite of this, respite or short breaks have not
been easily accessible to members of the mental health community, something that the rest of the community
can take for granted. Skylight has filled this gap. For almost 10 years, Skylight has supported people,
including carers, to receive respite in a safe, supportive therapeutic landscape of welcome, healing and
acceptance.
Supported by trained and experienced workers, Skylight Short Breaks is a group-based program where
friends are made, skills are learned and life is celebrated. Wherever the venue, a Skylight Short Break is just
like home, the surrounds are cosy and comfortable, the food is tasty and nourishing, and the activities are fun
and engaging. Short Breakers are acknowledged for their skills and encouraged to build on those to enjoy
the present and in preparation towards a hopeful future.
Skylight Short Breaks has developed over time to remain relevant and sustainable and be responsive to
people’s needs and wants. Short Breaks are designed to capitalise on people’s skills and interest with recent
programs such as Alpaca Yakka (visiting an Alpaca farm), The Genie’s Out (seeing ‘Aladdin - The Musical’ at
the Festival Theatre) and On Safari (visiting Monarto Zoo). Mostly mainstream community activities, which are
so often out of the reach of people living with psychosocial disability, become accessible, inclusive, normal
and fun. Short Breakers come for the activities, stay for the companionship and leave with new skills,
experience and confidence, having made friends and great memories along the way.
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SKYLIGHT
TECHNOLOGY
IT SYSTEMS

Brendan Moriarty

BETTER OUTCOMES THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
The National Disability Services (NDS) ‘State of the Sector’ report highlighted that the number one priority for
NDIS providers to improve their business capability in 2019, is ‘Information, communications and tech
strategy’.
Skylight is pleased to report that our technology journey has resulted in a mature, scalable technology
framework for the NDIS, our other grants and a range of other business activities, including membership and
fundraising. In 2017, the journey began with a goal of finding a technology solution to reduce the costs of
office administration. In addition, we aimed to minimise administrative tasks for practice staff to ensure that
participants experience the highest quality mental health services.
We adopted Lumary, an NDIS-specialist software that operates on Salesforce (a world-leading customer
relationship management platform), which has the scope and scale to take us where we want to go. Lumary
records all relevant data, NDIS and otherwise, to provide a smooth transition for Skylight to the NDIS.
Lumary integrates with Skedulo, a smartphone application, which handles our mobile workforce
management. Our staff use Skedulo on their mobile phones (no laptops/tablets required) to receive and
accept new jobs, map and record their travel using GPS features, time stamp their arrival and completion
times, and record case notes. A safety mechanism is inbuilt so staff can check in and out.
Skedulo data is stored in the Lumary database where the Corporate Services team can interrogate data for
payroll and billing, and a range of other reporting, data and business functions.
Due to cost pressures under the NDIS and developing sustainable outsourcing arrangements in 2018, we
engaged CUSP, a Lumary/Skedulo business process provider. CUSP deliver system administration, support,
bookings and scheduling, and are co-located with Skylight in Wayville. We have developed a strong
partnership with a scalable strategy as our NDIS and other grants grow.
Over the past 12 months, these systems have continued to mature and keep pace with a rapidly growing
NDIS business. Reliable and efficient data capture, and processing through to invoicing and reporting has
become standard practice.
The service information that we collect is supporting
the Skylight leadership team to gain critical live data
insights, allowing the team to move quickly in line with
dynamic market conditions. Senior leadership and the
Board are taking advantage of unprecedented
information detail and collection to support strategy
and decision-making.
We are pleased with our progress and believe we
are on the right track to delivering a smarter
technology framework that operates smoothly to
create more time for staff and participants to focus
on the business of becoming and staying well.
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Lived Experience Telephone
Support Service
5pm - 11:30pm, 365 days a year
Phone 1800 013 755
www.letss.org.au

The Lived Experience Telephone Support Service (LETSS) is
a peer-led phone and online chat service to assist people
experiencing mental health issues and their carers, to
access mental health support after hours.

This unique service is built on meaningful inclusion and
engagement of people with a lived experience to offer:

“Knowing that I can call you when I’m feeling terrible has
been a big help. You guys don’t panic like others have in
the past when I’ve told them I have thoughts of suicide.
You guys get me. There are definitely many times in the last
few months where I don’t know what I would have done if I
couldn’t contact you guys.”

• Real-time support

LETSS Client

• Assistance finding support after-hours
• Timely and appropriate support

2654 People

11%

87%

10%

Contacted LETSS between

Reported suicidal

Were stepped up to

Of clients indicated their support

October 2018 and June 2019

intent

triage

need was met following the contact

Non-clinical, mental
health support
In South Australia, approximately 40% of
mental health attendances at Emergency
Departments in the after-hours period
were deemed potentially preventable.
26% of those subsequently admitted to
hospital were deemed as potentially
preventable admissions.
LETSS helps people in times of distress,
offers an alternative to attending
emergency departments and assists with
access to appropriate ongoing support.

The value of lived
experience

Support is only a
phone call away

Peer Work is successful in supporting people

Anyone can access LETSS phone and

from patienthood’ to ‘personhood’

online support between 5pm –

Peer Work is proven to lower admission rates

11:30pm, 365 days a year.

5%

and lengthen community tenure as well as

10%

increase social inclusion and community
integration
Peer Work reduces stigma within the society
and the workforce

15%

Peer Workers provide shared understanding
and recognise common experience, which in

70%

turn will have a positive influence on
individuals’ recovery journeys.
Self-referral

Friend or family

GP

Other
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LETSS

LIVED EXPERIENCE TELEPHONE SUPPORT
SERVICE

Sarah Hylton & Amanda Mountford

LAUNCH OF A NEW AFTER HOURS SERVICE
On 1st of October 2018, Skylight launched a new and exciting service as part of the Links to Wellbeing
consortium funded by Adelaide Primary Health Network. The Lived Experience Telephone Support Service
(LETSS) was designed, planned and implemented by people with lived experience of mental health
conditions. This service is available to anyone within the Adelaide Metropolitan area wanting to access
mental health support via phone or web chat.
This new service addresses the need for an after hours non-crisis mental health support option aiming to
reduce hospital admissions and emergency department presentations. LETSS is designed to provide
information on mental health topics and support people with mental health challenges, as well as their
carers, family and friends to navigate the mental health system. The service is delivered by experienced Peer
Workers between the hours of 5pm – 11:30pm, 365 days a year.
The trained Peer Workers have a personal lived experience of recovery and managing challenges to their
mental health, or caring for someone with mental health challenges. They draw on this experience of
recovery in providing non-clinical support and understanding of the caller’s unique experience.
Another unique aspect of LETSS is the follow up and wellbeing check service. Scheduled follow-ups and
wellbeing checks can be arranged for individuals after they have been discharged from the hospital or other
mental health services. Peer Workers also provide follow-ups to facilitate connection to services.

SERVICE PROGRESS
Since the launch of the service, LETSS has developed to be a valuable service working alongside other
existing after hours mental health services such as Mental Health Triage. LETSS has been a key service for
many clients who are not in crisis, but nonetheless require short-term support to manage challenging or
difficult evenings. LETSS is part of a stepped-care support service within the Links to Wellbeing consortium,
where clients can be “stepped up” to moderate or high intensity mental health support services through an
internal warm referral process.
LETSS was successful in presenting at the SA Primary Health Care Conference, The National Suicide
Prevention Conference in Melbourne and The Mental Health Services (TheMHS) conference in Brisbane.

“Cannot recommend this service and the team highly enough…They make
you feel heard, understood, validated, not alone, like you can get through
what you are facing, they help you see the positives in your journey and your
strengths that you might not have been able to see yourself.”
- LETSS client
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NDIS
A YEAR IN REVIEW
NATIONAL DISABILITY
INSURANCE SCHEME

Amy Brooks
A YEAR IN REVIEW
Skylight's NDIS services have come a long way from our first NDIS participant in February 2017.
This rapid growth indicates that a proportion of Skylight participants are finding some success navigating the
sometimes confusing and frustrating NDIS application process.
Others have found the process complex and may have been denied access to the scheme or abandoned
the process. Assisting participants to explore their eligibility continues to be a key activity of Skylight staff.
NDIS growth creates new pressures for us as we balance significant organisational change with our ongoing
commitment to deliver quality mental health services. This has required significant investment into streamlining
our appointment processes and dedicating several of our skilled mental health team to the high volumes of
enquiries and administrative processes of service design, creating tailored quotes and building 12-month
agreements in advance.

"To reflect on how far we have come and to see strong fundamentals in a
growing Mental Health NDIS business is a significant achievement. The
whole Skylight community has reason to be proud".
- Paul Creedon

338

NDIS
PARTICIPANTS
30,000

1.5 M

HOURS
BY 120 STAFF

REVENUE

NEW SERVICES
For Skylight, it is not just about transitioning old services into the NDIS, it is about developing new services
that work for participants in a new environment. For example:
Art Therapy
Tailored Short Breaks
Specialist Support Coordination
Plan Management
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FUTURE OUTLOOK
In the 2019/20 financial year, Skylight expects to double our 2018/19 NDIS business. Our current monthly
invoicing and forecasting indicates that this is an achievable estimate. Pricing changes from 1st July 2019
have also increased service viability, as the NDIA is recognising the need for viable and sustainable pricing
for providers into the future.

TRANSITION
Supporting our estimates, the outlook is further strengthened with Skylight’s transition funding through the
Adelaide and Country Primary Health Networks, where we continue to support existing Federally funded
participants into the NDIS or other programs. Skylight has over 400 participants in this cohort where we
provide practical mental health support, whilst supporting them toward testing or re-testing their NDIS
eligibility. Skylight continues to work with the broader community, and offer our free NDIS Café to help
navigate the NDIS and the access request process.
Thanks to ongoing sector wide advocacy, Skylight is optimistic that both the Federal and State Governments
have recognised the NDIS is just a part, and not the whole, of the solution to address the mental health
needs of South Australians. We continue to be well positioned to secure non-NDIS funding opportunities as
they emerge.
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SKYLIGHT
LOCATIONS

1. APY Lands
2. Port Lincoln
3. Millicent
4. Mt Gambier
5. Wayville
6. Parnangga
7. Victor Harbor
8. Gawler
9. Murray Bridge
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SKYLIGHT MENTAL HEALTH

TREASURERS
REPORT
2019

Geoff Pritchard

It is my pleasure to present this report on the financial statements of Mental Illness Fellowship South
Australia Inc, trading as Skylight Mental Health, for the year ended 30 June 2019.
Set out below are some highlights from the 2018/19 financial statements:
2019

2018

$3,512,460

$2,684,754

$827,706

($17,607)

Government & other grants income

$7,969,257

$8,848,794

Fee for Service & other revenue

$1,683,401

$177,742

$198,128

$234,391

$6,348,048

$6,548,072

Premises expense

$646,243

$919,901

IT Expense

$608,374

$511,901

Net assets
Operating surplus (deficit)

Earnings from investments
Employee benefits expense

Skylight was in a satisfactory financial position at 30 June 2019, with Total Equity of $3,512,460.
The $827,706 Operating Surplus for 2018/19 was much better than both the previous financial
year and also budget mainly due to success in reducing certain overheads.
During 2018/19, the transition from providing services under a significant proportion of Skylight’s
government grant funding agreements to providing services to individuals under the National
Disability Insurance Scheme continued. As a result, Government & Other Grants Income decreased
by $879,537, while Fee for Service & Other Revenue increased by $1,505,659.
Earnings from Investments comprise interest on short term bank deposits, together with income and
capital growth from the funds managed by the Perpetual group. That portfolio is structured to
include a suitable mix of cash, fixed interest, property, equity and alternative securities, designed to
provide satisfactory returns over the medium to longer term. In 2018/19, the funds invested with
Perpetual grew to $2,854,164, representing an annual rate of return (including net income flows
and unrealised capital gains but excluding dividend imputation credits) of 4.9%, which is
considered reasonable in the current environment of low inflation, low interest rates and volatile
global economic conditions.
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The $473,682 total reduction in Employee Benefits Expense and Premises Expense resulted from
reorganisation of management structures, changed service delivery imperatives and downsizing of the
Wayville premises, all largely related to NDIS transition. On the other hand, the necessity for NDIS
appropriate information systems saw IT Expense grow by $96,473.
Due both to Skylight’s success in managing administrative costs and also to the further, albeit reduced,
provision of transitional government grant funding, a breakeven operating result is budgeted for
2019/20.
While there is greater uncertainty for later years about both the level of NDIS income and also any
ongoing transitional government grant funding, our track record for adapting to changing
circumstances and our considerable financial reserves give us confidence that we can continue to
make our clients Skylight’s first priority.
As always, the Board sincerely thanks Skylight’s members and other stakeholders for their continued
financial support and encouragement.
Geoff Pritchard
Treasurer
30 September 2019

Expenses
1%

2%

Income Breakdown

2% 2%

2%

2%

6%
7%

8%
15%

72%

81%

Payroll & Outsourced Services

Motor Vehicles

Government & Other Grants

Premises

Staff Training & Memberships

NDIS Services

IT & Telecomunications

Client Consumables

Country SA PHN

Depreciation & Amortisation

Other

SA Health
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2019

STATEMENT OF INCOME FOR THE YEAR
ENDED 30 JUNE 2019

Notes to the financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2019
The abridged financial report is an extract from the full financial report for the year ended 30 June 2019. The financial statements, specific disclosures and other
information included in the abridged financial report are derived from, and are consistent with, the full financial report of Mental Illness Fellowship South Australia Inc.
The abridged financial report cannot be expected to provide as detailed an understanding of the financial performance, financial position and financing and investing
activities of Mental Illness Fellowship South Australia Inc as the full financial report. A copy of the full financial report and auditor’s report can be provided upon request.
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